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MANUSCRIPT & INSCRIPTION LETTERS
FOR SCHOOLS AND CLASSES AND FOR THE USE OF CRAFTSMEN

By Edward Johnston, with 5 Plates by A. E, R. Gill.

^

These 16 Plates are intended as a working supplement to my Handbook, "Writing and Illuminating, and
Lettermg (to which frequent references are made under the letters «W. & L."), but they form a complete
scheme in themselves-based on the class-sheets and class-notes given to my students during the last ten years-
that I think may be of value to craftsmen and designers as well as to instructors and students.

Considerable changes have been made in some of the sheets, and some slight differences from the diagrams
in the Handbook will be observed : these have all tended, I think, to come nearer to the essential forms. The
most important simplification of form is in the Versals of Plate 5.

This scheme is indicated by the CONTENTS
Plate I.

2.

3-

4-

5-

6.

7-

8.

9-

ID.

II.

12.

14-

15-

16.

Plan for a Manuscript Book
"Square " & " Rustic " Capitals

" Uncial " Letters .

Modern Half-Uncial

" Versal" Letters .

" Slanted-pen " Small-Letters

" Slanted-pen " Capitals

Italic Manuscript

Pen-made Roman Capitals

A Title Page ....
Caslon Old Face Type
Alphabet from Trajan Inscription

Roman Capital Letters (incised)

" Lower-case," Italics, &c. (incised)

" Raised " Letters, Capitals, &c.

Roman Capitals, " Lower-case," &c. (brush)

, The Book, the practical base for MS. work.
The beginning Book-hand.

. The penman's Large Book-hand.

The penman's Small Book-hand.

The penman's Initials (or Illuminator's pen Capitals).

The advanced practical Small-hands.

The advanced Written Capitals.

/ Example of a formal modern MS.
A simply made large ALPHABET.
Example of modern decorative Wood ENGRAVING.
A good modern type-face for PRINTING.
A scale drawing of a Classical ALPHABET.
Example of Capitals cut in STONE.
Example of " small-letters " cut in STONE.
Example of Capitals carved in STONE.
Example of Letters for SIGN-WRITING.

Plates 10, 13, 14, 15, are collotypes from the actual works. The other plates are photo-lithographs : Plates 12 and 16 from drawn
and written originals, Plate 1 1 from type, and Plates 1 to (^ from manuscript copies and examples {Plates 4, 6, 7 have been reduced \ linear).

Early MS. cannot be satisfactorily reproduced by a line process, nor can it be drawn. The early MSS. here given are, therefore, freely
written copies rather than facsimiles, and detailed notes and references are added to increase their accuracy. They are all exactly as written [with
the exception of a very few repairs), and most are absolutely untouched, so that they exhibit certain natural breaks and roughnesses, which, though a
more skilful pen might avoid them, are ofvalue in betraying to the student not only the forms, but the actual manner of their construction.

Note on the Pen : The importance of the part that the Pen has played in the development of letters cannot be
over-estimated; and I believe that it is beginning to be recognised that the best way to study letters, or even to

"design" them, is to practise oneself in the use of a broad-nibbed pen, which will, after a little acquaintance
with good models, practically make the letters for us.

For the most accurate work a sharply cut quill—or large reed—(W. & L., Chap. II.) is essential, but
some valuable practice may be obtained with one of the many " round hand " steel nibs that are ndw sold.

A THEORY OF CALLIGRAPHY. <'

Alphabets wrested from theii original places in MSS. and Inscriptions are in danger of becoming mere ''
copies^'' or

crystallisations, that may breed literal copies aud inscriptions without spirit. As an '^antidote" therefore, to this collection

of Alphabets, I have tried to suggest their fine beginnings, and right, or at .least, sound, directions in which they, may be

followed out. The point of view of the early calligrapher was most direct : in the first place his Manuscript was to be read,

then, to be played with or glorified The later men probably thought more consciously of ''beautifying" {which is the

beginning of danger), and in the last stage " Illuminators " descended to every kind of artifice. It is possible even now to go

hack to the child's—something like the early calligrapher'

s

—point of view, and this is the only healthy one for any fine beginning :

to this nothing can be added ; all Rules must give way to Truth and Freedom.

September, 1909. E_ JOHNSTON.
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Plate I;—PLAN For a MANUSCRIPT BOOK. The Book is the most practical base for the student of

Manuscript Letters and, through them, of Letters generally. (Ref. W. & L, Chap. VI.)
The traditions of the modern Printed book are based on the traditions of the early Manuscript boolt. The Printer in his 450 years of work has given

permanence to the " roman " and "italic" types and adopted the Title-page as a fixture, but he has added nothing. And though printing is, and the printed

book may be, a good thing, the tools for its practice are not, like those of the scribe, at every one's hand.

Planning the Book. The page, the margins, & the writing should as much as possible jf///f themselves.

1. Size of Page : Matter, Form, Use, Paper &c. ought to suggest this. Paper sheets, of the common sizes

6? proportions (ait. 7 : 9), may determine the size &f shape of page by folding for folio,

4.to., ivo., ^c. Similarly, the economic cutting up of a skin may help to fix the Vellum book.

2. Size of Margin, or proportion of Text to Page : in ordinary printed books Text=abt. ^ area of Page :

in MS. Books Text=abt. f area of Page (as in above Example).

The Traditional Proportions of MARGINS to each other are, Inner lA, Top 2, Side 3, Foot 4 +

.

Note r in a page of the common (folio or Svo.) proportions of 7 : 4^ (as above Example)
Height of Text column = Width of Page f

Tjie area of Xext wm then = f area

TT7-J 1 c rr ^ 1 o Ti • v.. r-i? i °^ P^^ ^"^ 'l"* wiH allow the right
Width of Text column = f Height of Page ( proportionsofmaigin exactly 14:2:3:41.

yCtmmm
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Plate 2.—"SQUARE" & "RUSTIC " CAPITALS the two great Book-hands of the 3rd to the 5th century a.d.

Construction: The Square capitals followed the inscriptional forms (cf. PI, 12): theRustic variety was more easily written.

Both are written with a " slanted-pen," i.e. a pen so held or cut that the thin stroke is oblique/ : cf. " straight pen " (PI. 4),
the Square with a slight slant /, the Rustic with a great slant /. In either case the position is generally uniform, but
the slant is increased for all thin stems and the nib moves on to one of its "points " in making some of the terminals.

Use : The SquareMS. rmkes2L beginnitigbook-hand •,i\vt Rustic an occasionalhand^ a basis/or omamental/orms(W.&c'L.,-p-2^'j.)

School Coput attdExamfla, No. 2. John Hogg, 13 PatenusttrRm, London.
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Plate 3. " UNCIAL " LETTERS : a modernstraighi-pen {note 2, PL 4) form of the later yth-Sth century Uncials :

the earlier forms were slanted pen (of. 2, PI. 7). Uncial writing was the chiefBook-hand from the 5th to the 8th century.

The letters make a fine large Book-hand used alone, or they may be used together with the Half-Uncial hand in

PI. 4 as Capitals (to be written with the same pen). They also offer a good basis for ornamental forms. (W. & L,, p. 300.)

Sthaol Copus and ExanfUt, No. z. /»*« Hete> «3 PaittndU Sow, LoxtUn.
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Plate 4.—This MODERN HALF-UNCIAL has been used by me as a "copy-l/oek" hand for students of
Penmanship since 1899, being gradually modified to its present form. Its essential roundness & formality discipline the

hand. Its elegance (due to the gradation in its horizontal curves) has an aesthetic value and fits it for certain MS,
work, but unfits it for mzny practical uses where thin parts are liable to damage (e.g. as a model for type or letters formed
in any material, or to be read at a distance. For such purposes the "slanted-pen " character is better ; see Plate 6).

—

E. J.
It \s m tStzt the '^ straight-pen" forms of the "roman" small-letter (that is, practically, the Roman Half-Uncial)

with the simplest necessary finishing- strokes added, and its general character assimilated to the Irish Half-Uncial of the Book of
Kells. It therefore represents the ancestral type of small-letter, and is a good basis for the later hands. (W. &L., p. 304.)

School Copi€i mdExamfta, No. v. John Hoa. 13 PaUruntir Row, Londom.
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Plate 5.—" VERSAL" LETTERS, or early Illuminators Pen Capitals, used in MSS. for Book-Initials (& Headings
of Books), Chapter-Initials, and Paragraph or Verse-Initials, and even for coloured capitals in the text.

Construction : The width of the nib affects the character of the versal from the strongly written with a broad nib

{Gen. note, PL 6) to the practically drawn with a narrow nib. Drawn or painted they properly acquire a different character.

Note : these examples show breaks and roughnesses that I had not skill to avoid, but left untouched as any trimming spoils their direct

character.—E.J.

The versal is the original of the Initial which has been the basis of Illumination for the last 1000 years. (W. & L
, p. 205.)

School Cofat md Examplu, So. i. John Hogg, 13 Pattnvutn- Son, London.
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Plate 6. " SLANTED-PEN " SMALL-LETTERS, //o/<i: a " straightpen"form may be developedfrom these: cf Plates lo, 14.

\. Foundational Hand : an excellent formal hand for MS. work and to develop into later forms (Ref. W. & L. collo. VIII

.

& pp. 305-310).

II. Italic Hand: a rapid and practical hand for modern MSS. (Ref. W. & L. collo. XXI. & pp. 31 1-3 15).

III. Roman -Small-Letter Hand : suitable for the most formal modern MSS. (Ref. W. & L. collo. XX. & pp. 310, 481).

II. and III. may be taken as MS. models for practical adaptation to printing, painting, carving, &c.: cf. Pis. 10, 1 1, 14, 16.

Sdu>4>t Cofiet and Examples, No. a. John Hagg, 13 Patenunter Rem, Lanian.
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^LATE 7.
—"SLANTED-PEN" CAPITALS, showing admirably the constructive power of the pen in making

characteristic letters out of skeleton ABCs : they are not directly copied from or founded upon any given MS.
Note : In mediaeval times Capitals were not so much a necessary complement of small-letters, as a different and more important type

of letter, used chiefly for large Initials and Headings : and a standard type of simple text capital to match a standard small-hand

does not seem to have been recognised before the 1 5/A century.

Any of these may be used (modified appropriately) with any slanted-pen small-letter, such as those in PL 6, or for

MS. in capitals. As models—^particularly In the method of their making—they will be suggestive for craftsmen generally.

Schott Cofm and Exampin, Nc. a. /»*» Hitg, 13 Pmttnuattr Rtm, Lndan.
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Plate 8.—ITALIC MANUSCRIPT, modern, from PI. 6 (the Roman small-letter from PI. 6, the Capitals from PI. 7).

School Ccfiet and Examfla, No. a. John Hogg, 13 PaiernotUr Rtai, London.
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Plate q. PEN-MADE ROMAN CAPITALS. Construction: freely tohV/^w (Nib-width = Thin-stem-width, c/ N).

built up as versals are (see PI. 5), but the serifs here blend with the stems, of which they are an actual (not an added) part.

Proportions (Classical) : WIDE (width=abt. height) OCGDQ & HAMNT(U)VZ(W), NARROW (width=abt.

i height) BEF(K)PRSXY & I(J)L : all may be varied. The Curves all follow O, which is here " upright." For

occasional forms any parts may be drawn out (cf. skeletons (3) PI. 7).

Development: The pen originally helped to characterise Roman Capitals by determining "thicks'' 6? "thins": for further

pen developments see Pis. 7 & 10.

Schtel Cofia and Examfles, tfo, 2. John ttfgg, 13 Pattrrutter Rm, L<mdo%.
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Plate io.—A TITLE PAGE (actual size) {by permission of Count Kessler) dra%vn with a pen by E. Johnston and
engraved in wood by Noel Rooke. The Capitals are the pen torms of Plate 9, drawn carefully, with ornamental
developments suggested by the pen. The small letters are an upright form, built-up and developed ornamentally, from
slanted-pen hand III., Plate 6.

Title pages and similar subjects should either be engraved in wood or metal or be printed in good type (see Plate 1 1).

As constituting a decorative part of a book, a " processed design " is generally unsatisfactory.

School Copies and Examplts, No. s. John Hogg, 13 PattmoUer Row, Lomlon.
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The Artistic Crafts Series of Technical Handbooks.
Edited by W. R. Lethaby.

" We would have this Series put Artistic Craftsmanship before people as furnishing reasonable occupation for those who would
gain a livelihood. ... In the blending of handwork and thought in such arts as we propose to deal with, happy careers

may be found as far removed from the dreary routine of hack labour as from the terrible uncertainty of academic art. It is

desirable in every way that men of good education should be brought back into the productive crafts : there are more than

enough of us ' in the City,' and it is probable that more consideration will be given in this century than in the last to Design
and Workmanship."

—

Vide Editor's Preface.

BOOKBINDING, AND THE CARE OF
BOOKS. A TEXT-BOOK FOR BOOKBINDERS
AND LIBRARIANS. BY DOUGLAS
COCKERELL. With 122 Diagrams and Illustra-

tions by Noel Rooke, and 8 Pages of Collotype

Reproductions. 352 Pages. Price 5s. r\tt. ^{Second

Edition.) \
"An excellent book opens 'the Artistic Crafts Series of Technical

Handbooks.' "— Times.
" It would be hard to find any technical book of this kind which gives more

importance to considerations of good taste than this. ... It leaves no part

of its subject unaccounted for, and is in its own printing, binding, and illustration,

a favourable ejcample of good craftsmanship. Valuable in itself, it promises well

for the series which it o'pe'as."—Scotsman.

SILVERWORK AND JEWELLERY. A
TEXT-BOOK FOR STUDENTS AND
WORKERS IN METAL. BY H. WILSON.
With 182 Diagrams by the Author, and 16 Pages of

Collotype Reproductions. 348 Pages. Price 5s. net.

" A lucid text-book for students and workers, well illustrated, being the

second volume in the series which made a successful opening with Mr. D.
Cockerell's ' Bookbinding.' "—Times.

"It teaches not only processes and workshop practice, but also good taste

in the making of objects in which in these days vulgarity is none too seldom
seen. Admirably illustrated, well written, and practically serviceable, the book
should prove welcome alike to craftsmen and to amateurs."

—

Scotsman.
"... Will have a fascination for all craftsmen, and may be read with

advantage by every one who wishes to understand the underlying principles of

the art crafts."

—

Morning Post.

"We cannot imagine a better aid and supplement to practical experience

in the workshop than this handbook. All necessary processes, from the simplest

to the most complex, are explained in a methodical and logical order, with the

aid of illustrations, in which each touch is eloquent and fresh from the master's

hand. "

—

Athenaum.

STAINED GLASS WORK. A TEXT-BOOK
FOR STUDENTS AND WORKERS IN
GLASS. BY C. W. WHALL. With 72 Diagrams
by two of his Apprentices, and 16 Pages of Collo-

type Reproductions. 392 Pages. Price 5s. net.

" Mr. Whall addresses four classes : the workers, the artist-amateur without

any technical skill, the patron, and the church architect. ... A very careful,

concise, and artistic work."

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

" Fascinating and instructive. . . . The book should also prove of great

service to those interested in painted glass, whether as custodians of buildings

containing fine old windows or as architects or clients intent on securing good
modern work."

—

Glasgow Herald.
" The highest praise possible for this handbook would be to say that it is

worthy of the remarkable series to which it belongs, and this, without reserve,

we can affirm to be the case. Mr. Whall is a veteran at his craft."

—

Arts and
Crafts.

Further Volumes in

WOODCARVING : DESIGN AND WORK-
MANSHIP. BY GEORGE JACK. With 78
Drawings by the Author, and 16 Pages of Collo-

type Reproductions. 320 Pages. Price 5s. net.

" Those who practise wood-carving will find in this admirably written and
illustrated book a comprehensive treatise on the subject."

—

Morning Post.
" The illustrations complete in a very appreciable way the value of one of the

soundest text-books within the reach of the student of woodcarving."

—

Glasgow
Herald.

' ' His illustrations from both ancient examples and from his own work are

excellently chosen and reproduced, and show that he has made himiielf the

master and the pupil of the best traditions of his craft. "

—

Pall Mall Gazette.

EMBROIDERY AND TAPESTRY
WEAVING. A PRACTICAL TEXT-BOOK
OF DESIGN AND WORKMANSHIP. BY
MRS. ARCHIBALD H. CHRISTIE. With
187 Illustrations and Diagrams by the Author, and
16 Pages of Collotype Reproductions. 416 Pages.

Price 6s. net.

"There are various publications already in existence from which one may
learn something of the mysteries of fine embroidery, but we know nothing so
wide in its scope and full in necessary detail as Mrs. Christie's.

"

Birmingham Daily Post.

" The illustrations are certainly designed to simplify to the student the details

of the work in the clearest and most simple form, and the letterpress is equally
explicit. So successful is the author in this respect, that any clever needlewoman
might easily, without any other aid, acquire executive skill in this ancient and
beautiful art. "

—

Auckland Star.

WRITING & ILLUMINATING, AND
LETTERING. BY E. JOHNSTON. With
227 Diagrams and Illustrations by the Author and
Noel Rooke, 8 Pages of Examples In Red and
Black, and 24 Pages of Collotype Reproductions.

5 1 2 Pages. Price 6s. 6d. net. (Second Edition.)

" Is itself a striking example of artistic craft, containing a wealth of beautiful
illustrations, and being produced altogether in a style that makes it a pleasure to
handle the book. Mr. Johnston has dealt with his subjects in the most complete
manner, so much so that any one who thoroughly masters this volume will know
pretty well all that there is to know about Writing, Illuminating, and Lettering."

NewcastleJournal.
"It would be almost impossible to read this artistically conceived and

executed volume without gaining benefit beyond anticipation."—5/i(^«/rf
Independent.

" No mere writing will fittingly describe this delightful hook."—Art Teachers'
Guild Record.

"It may be doubted if any one has ever before so carefully explained how to
write."

—

Tribune.

Active Preparation.

SCHOOL COPIES AND EXAMPLES- SELECTED BY W. R. LETHABY AND A. H. CHRISTIE.
12 Drawing-copies (i in colours), I5f x 12, with Descriptive Letterpress, in a Portfolio. Price 5s. net.

*,* Projected as a Standard Series of Handbooks on the Artistic Crafts, suitable for Schools, Workshops, Libraries, and all

interested in the Arts. Each Craft will be dealt with by an Expert qualified to speak with authority on Design as well as on
Workmanship.

Published by JOHN HOGG, 13 Paternoster Row, London, E.G.








